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Presentation Notes
Target AudienceTraffic management and engineering staffTraffic Management Center/operations staffFreeway and traffic signal maintenance staffSystem developersDevice manufacturersDMS Specification writers and procurement officersRegional traveler information service providersCorridor management personnel Recommended Prerequisite(s)I101: Using ITS Standards: An OverviewA101: Introduction to Acquiring Standards-based ITS SystemsA102: Introduction to User Needs IdentificationA201: Details on Acquiring Standards-based ITS Systems



Welcome
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Ken Leonard, Director
ITS Joint Program Office
Ken.Leonard@dot.gov

www.pcb.its.dot.gov

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ITS Standards can make your life easier. Your procurements will go more smoothly and you’ll encourage competition, but only if you know how to write them into your specifications and test them. This module is one in a series that covers practical applications for acquiring and testing standards-based ITS systems.  I am Ken Leonard, director of the ITS Joint Program Office for USDOT and I want to welcome you to our newly redesigned ITS standards training program of which this module is a part. We are pleased to be working with our partner, the Institute of Transportation Engineers, to deliver this new approach to training that combines web based modules with instructor interaction to bring the latest in ITS learning to busy professionals like yourself. This combined approach allows interested professionals to schedule training at your convenience, without the need to travel. After you complete this training, we hope that you will tell colleagues and customers about the latest ITS standards and encourage them to take advantage of the archived version of the webinars. ITS Standards training is one of the first offerings of our updated Professional Capacity Training Program. Through the PCB program we prepare professionals to adopt proven and emerging  ITS technologies that will make surface transportation safer, smarter, and greener which improves livability for us all. You can find information on additional modules and training programs on our web site www.pcb.its.dot.gov Please help us make even more improvements to our training modules through the evaluation process. We look forward to hearing your comments. Thank you again for participating and we hope you find this module helpful.



A311a:
Understanding User Needs for DMS Systems 

based on NTCIP 1203 Standard v03
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: This is a title slide with a photo of a TMC communicating to a sign controller in the field, which is connected to a DMS sign.The image conveys how a typical DMS system is made operational as part of overall ITS deployments. Image source: Caltrans 



Instructor

44

Raman K. Patel 
Ph.D., P.E. 

President
RK Patel Associates, Inc.
New York City, NY, USA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dr. Raman Patel has 47 years of experience in the transportation field and has been actively involved in the ITS standards development and standards training program, and has served as chair of ITE’s Standards Committee for 15 years. He is a founding member of the NTCIP and TMDD committees. Raman has close to 30 years experience at the New York City Department of Transportation as Chief of Systems Engineering and seven years at Parsons Brinckerhoff. He is currently teaching ITS and systems engineering at Tandon School of Engineering of New York University and actively working on the road safety projects in the developing countries.



Review the structure of the DMS standard

Identify specific DMS operational needs

Describe the purpose of the Protocol Requirements List 
(PRL) matrix and benefits

Discuss how to prepare a project level PRL with user 
needs and their associated requirements
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  The slide conveys the four learning objectives for this module. At the end of the course, the participants will understand the purpose of the DMS system standard and its structure, what it offers, what is not available in it, and operational details. Participants will be able to identify operational needs supported by the standard, select and organize user needs based on project needs in a Protocol Requirements List-PRL and use it in the specification.The overall purpose is to provide participants with additional skills needed to complete a DMS system specification for procuring a DMS communications interface. Learning Objectives                                    At the conclusion of this course, participants will be able to:1. Review the structure of the DMS standard2. Identify specific DMS operational needs3. Describe the purpose of the Protocol Requirements List (PRL) Matrix and Benefits4. Discuss how to prepare a project level PRL with user needs and their associated requirements



Review the structure of the 
DMS standard
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Our first learning objective; Review the structure of the DMS standard has outlined the following Key Points for further discussion: How this standard fits into the Family of NTCIP standardsTypes of DMS Technologies (Examples) Review standard structure (sections) with focus on:Reference architecture for DMSsWhat is new in v03 (vs v02)User Needs OrganizationEach point is discussed in detail.



How This Standard Fits into the Family of NTCIP Standards  

Dynamic Message Sign (DMS) is any sign system that can change 
the message presented to the viewer.

7

What Is a Dynamic Message Sign?

--NTCIP 1203 v03 Standard

Source: FDOT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  What is DMS?  NTCIP 1203 v03 defines DMS as: DMS is any sign system that can change the message presented to the viewer. Message is crafted or shown in near-realtime.DMS is an umbrella term for all sorts of signs found in practice within the ITS domain.	 



How This Standard Fits into the Family of NTCIP Standards  
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Source: WSDOT Handbook

Source: ITE OET-DMS

Sign Face

Sign Housing

Controller

Cabinet

Major Components of a DMS System

(Located close to the sign)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Major components of a DMS system are shown, each is animated. Sign housing, Sign Face, Controller and Cabinet are shown to make participants familiar with the terms used in the module. Each part is related to a certain user need.



How This Standard Fits into the Family of NTCIP Standards
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Subnetwork 
Level

Application 
Level

Transport 
Level

Information 
Level

Plant 
Level

T2/NULL (2201)

Leased Line

PMPP (2101 & 2102)

Fiber Coax

Ethernet (2104)

Wireless

PPP (2103)

Dial-Up Telco

C2C XML (2306) DATEX (2304)

C2C Messages Files

FTP (2303)

UDP/IP (2202)

Twisted Pair

Functional Area Data Dictionaries

C2C Data Dictionaries (TMDD, ATIS, TCIP, IM) NTCIP Data Dictionaries (1200 Series)

TFTP (2302) STMP (2301)

TCP/IP (2202)

SNMP (2301)

Data Objects Dynamic Objects

NTCIP Framework
NTCIP 1203/NTCIP 1201

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: NTCIP Framework shows the stack with focus on DMS standard at information level-shows how this standard fits into the family of NTCIP standards.The slide provides a full view of NTCIP communications stack. The arrows shown on the diagram are emphasis points and they should be explained so that participants can understand the flow in the stack. Animation first brings up the stack, then data standards, then protocol stack.The NTCIP framework diagram shows the location of the NTCIP 1203 v03 DMS and NTCIP 1201 Global Object standards at the information level and data objects offered for DMS applications.The standard relies on other standards to exchange data as shown in the diagram. The SNMP protocol at the application level and UDP/IP at the transport level are used to move data.  Implementation can choose from the various Subnetwork and Plant level protocols from the NTCIP communications stack.   



Types of DMS and Technologies 
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DMS Characteristics Supported by the Standard

DMS Types Capabilities the DMS offers for handling 
messages

DMS 
Technology

The technology that is used in the sign

DMS Display 
Matrix 

Configuration
The type of display layout employed by 
the sign

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Three key DMS characteristics are stated. Each has a definition, why it is a characteristic. This is the first step any DMS user must be aware of to enter the DMS market place. To promote interoperability among the different signs, NTCIP 1203 provides a single protocol that is compatible with all of these varied DMS. However, the varied nature of these signs dictates that many of the features first defined within NTCIP 1203 v02 are not applicable to all DMS. Thus, the user must categorize the DMS according to several key characteristics prior to determining which requirements are mandatory for a particular project and/or type of DMS in a way. These characteristics include DMS Type, DMS Technology, and DMS Display Matrix Configuration. Agencies often inquire about a range of issues related to DMS procurements and DMS characteristics listed in the slide:  “Does the NTCIP 1203 v03 support all of these characteristics?”All three characteristics are fully supported and we will discuss each. 



Types of DMS and Technologies Examples
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Source: ITE OET DMS-Patel

Source: MNDOT

Changeable Message Sign (CMS), 
Predefined Messages 

Source: ITE OET DMS-Patel

Blank-out Sign (BOS)
One Message/Nothing 

Variable Message Sign (VMS)
Real-time Messages  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  The animated slide shows three types of DMS used in the practices: Blank out sign –BOS-with one message or no message, Changeable Message Sign –CMS-with predefined messages, and widely used VMS or Variable Message Sign, which allows an operator to display a created or stored message in real-time, and change the current message.



Types of DMS and Technologies Examples
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DMS Display Technologies 

 Fiber Optic

 Light Emitting Diode (LED)

 Flip Disk or Shutter

 Lamp Matrix

 Drum 
(rotating, multifaceted cylinder)

Standard Supports all Display
Technologies and Types-Matrix

Source: Caltrans D

Source: WSDOT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  NTCIP standard is independent of any DMS technology in use. Photos provide some examples from agencies.There are five DMS technology in use: Fiber Optic: Fiber optic VMS technology utilizes bundles of fiber optic strands, which are strung to each pixel from a lamp source. A single lamp source will illuminate several pixels. To control which pixels are displayed, shutters are placed in front of each pixel. When a message is displayed, the magnetically controlled shutters open or remain closed to form a character or pattern. Light emitting diode (LED): LED technology utilizes clusters of solid-state diodes that form a single pixel. When voltage is applied, each diode cluster glows. By turning the voltage on or off, each pixel cluster is manipulated into forming the desired message. Flip disk or Shutter: This technology utilizes a system of small circular, square, or rectangular disks; which individually rotate or flip to form characters on the VMS. Each disk has reflective material on one side, that when “flipped” is exposed to form the message.  Lamp matrixDrum (rotating, multifaceted cylinderVariable message sign (VMS) signs are of two basic types: light emitting and reflective. Light emitting VMS displays are most practical in low light conditions, at night, and on cloudy days, whereas reflective systems work best in bright daylight. A third type, the hybrid display, combines a reflective flap or disc with a light emitter and although it gives the best overall visibility, there have been recurring problems. All three VMS technologies are available in a 2-inch or a 1-inch pixel version. The ability of VMS technology to provide day and night visibility as well as fail-safe reliability has brought the performance of the technology to a new level. Typical hybrid VMS utilizes both flip disk and either fiber optic or LED technology. Each flip disk has a hole in its center for light to pass through. A fiber optic bundle or an LED generates the light. When the pixel is activated, the disk is flipped. This allows light to pass through the hole while displaying the reflective side of the disk to traffic. When the pixel is off, its reflective surface is rotated, or flipped, blocking the light source. 



Types of DMS and Technologies Examples
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Full matrix

Line matrix

Character matrix

Display Surface Matrix Configurations  

Source: ITE OET DMS Source: WSDOT DMS Manual

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  The slide explains how DMS surface matrix is typically configured to display a message. All three configurations are used in the practice and again the standard supports all three.  The FULL matrix allows message location anywhere on the surface; Contains no physical separations between individual characters or lines in the message. A message can be shown at any size and location as long as it is within the display space. Line matrix only allows one line at a time, contains no physical separation between the charters in a single line of text. However, in a line matrix there still remains a horizontal separation between different lines of text. Character matrix is fixed for one letter. Character Matrix – Contains separate display space made available for each letter of the text message. A character matrix configuration of 6 horizontal and 2 vertical has only 12 character spaces available. All three are illustrated with layout examples.The individual LEDs are grouped together in what is known as a 'pixel'. The number of LEDs in each pixel varies. There could be one LED or there could be 25 LEDs in one pixel.Groups of LEDs make Pixels.The distance between pixels, the pitch, determines the resolution.The number of vertical and horizontal pixels determines the matrix which determines the number of lines in the sign and the number of characters per line.



Types of DMS and Technologies
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Third Line Identifies
Action

First Line Identifies Problem
Second Line Identifies Location

Source: WSDOT

How Messages are Organized and Displayed  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  A DMS message is displayed in one or two or three lines as shown, with first line identifies the problem on hand, second line identifies the location, and third line recommends or implies an action-what to do.



Types of DMS and Technologies
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For Longer Messages, a Page is Added
Page is defined as the information that can fit on a sign at one 
time, together with its message attributes.

Page 1 Page 2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:   For a longer message, another page is used to extend the message further.   DMS can only display up to three lines of information at one time. Map with a sign shows more than three lines of information using Page1 and Page 2:Since DMS can only display three lines at a time, the first three lines will appear for five seconds, followed by the next three lines for five seconds, then back to the original three lines and so on. This real example from ODOT illustrates how longer messages are handled.  Instructor may wish to say that Page is same as Panel or Phase a terminology used by some agencies. However, NTCIP 1203 v03 uses Page as terminology to describe longer messages.  



Types of DMS and Technologies
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How a Message “Appears” on the Surface  

M

Markup Language for Transportation Information (MULTI) 
is similar to HTML where text is transmitted, 

A311a IS
MODULE

ABOUT DMS UN

and [tags define how the text appears-
displayed]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Finally, how does a message end up on a sign face?The slide introduces a method devised by the NTCIP to display actual line message with MULTI- Markup Language for Transportation Information-similar to HTML for showing text in [TAG]. Knowledge of how MULTI works is not necessary for DMS practice.



Structure of Standard (Sections)
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Reference Architecture for DMS 

Sign Controller

Sign HousingComm Line between Sign 
Controller and Sign Housing
(NOT covered by NTCIP)

Management Station

Subject of NTCIP

DMS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  The NTCIP 1203 v03 specifies the logical COMMUNICATIONS interface between Dynamic Message Signs (DMS) and the host systems that control them (commonly referred to as central systems). NTCIP 1203 v03 describes the supported DMS interface functionality in terms of user needs and requirements. As for limitations, NTCIP 1203 v03 defines the data that could be transmitted between a central system and a conformant DMS, but it does not define the functionalities and functions available within a DMS or a central system (that is covered by device hardware / software pacification).Reference physical architecture – The reference physical architecture defines the overall context of the proposed system and defines which specific interface is addressed by NTCIP 1203 v03.  Typical Physical Architecture: Once installed, the operator is able to control the DMS through one of three mechanisms: NTCIP 1203 v03.03: a) Central computer – this type of operation configures and manages DMS from a computer located at a traffic management location, such as a Traffic Management Center (TMC). This is known as either ‘central’ control or ‘remote’ operation.b) Local computer – this type of operation performs the same functions as a central computer does, but uses a portable (e.g., laptop) computer connected directly to a port at the DMS sign controller. This is a form of ‘local’ control.c) Locally – this type of operation uses the control devices (e.g., keyboard, switches) at the DMS sign controller to perform the functions of configuring and managing the DMS. This is another form of ‘local’ control.  



Structure of Standard (Sections)
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NTCIP 1203 v03 Documentation Organization (Part 1)

Section 1 General

Section 2 Concept of Operations-User Needs

Section 5 Management Information Base (MIB)

Section 4 Dialogs

Section 3 Functional Requirements (Includes Protocol 
Requirements List-PRL)

Section 6 Markup Language for Transportation     
Information-MULTI

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  The slide introduces Standard documentation covered in six main sections. Each section purpose is briefly stated. 



Structure of Standard (Sections)
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NTCIP 1203 v03 Documentation Organization (cont.)

Pa
rt

 1

Annex A Requirements Traceability  Matrix (RTM)

Annex B Object Tree

Annex D Documentation of Revisions

Annex E Frequently Asked Questions

Annex F ASCII Table and Description

Annex G Simple Network Management  Protocol (SNMP) 

Interface

Annex C Test Procedures 

Pa
rt

 2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  The slide shows Part 1, Appendix list and Part 2 Test Procedures in Annex C.   Each annex is briefly discussed.



Structure of Standard (Sections)
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What Is New in NTCIP 1203 v03 DMS Standard?

v01 was published in 1997
Amended in 2001,Non-SEP based 

v02 was published in 2007
Added new functionality, SEP-
based

v03.03 was published in 2011
Annexes A, B, D-H  Information Data
Annex C: Added Test Procedures  

Lessons Learned

Lessons Learned

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  The slide provides a brief history of the DMS standard. V01 was done without SEP and had no user needs/requirements listing and dialogs.V02 was done with SEP and did provide standardized user needs/requirements.  V03 added test procedures and reflects up to date field practice.



Structure of Standard (Sections)
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 v03 added Test Procedures (Annex C)
 Made minor corrections (see Annex D)

 Published in Two Parts

NTCIP 1203 
v03

Published 2011

NTCIP 1203 
v02

Published 2007

Both versions are SEP based; provide 

User Needs/Requirements/Dialogs and 

PRL/RTM.

What Is New in v03 

Fully Compatible to v02

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:   What is new in v03 is reviewed, with a concern for v02, as many DMS are deployed based on v03 and agencies may be adding some new ones.



Standard Structure (Sections)
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 Standardized statements that describe what a DMS should 
do—features/functions

 Every user need has an Unique ID, provides a Major 
Desired Capability (MDC), has a rationale and it is 
solution-free

What are user Needs?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:   A definition of a user need with an example is provided.   Express the business or operational problem (opportunity) that must be fulfilled to justify purchase or use.  Standardized statements that describe what a DMS should do-features/functions.



Standard Structure (Sections)
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2.5.2.3.4 Blank a Sign

This feature enables the operator (or logic within the 

management station) to remove any messages displayed on 

a sign (causing the sign to appear blank).

Source: Caltrans

Unique ID-Title

MDC

Rationale

Illustration of a DMS User Need

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: This slide illustrates a DMS user need for blanking a sign. First box shows a message on sign, followed by a blank sign. Motorists are familiar with this set up, when no message is shown.



Standard Structure (Sections)
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DMS User Needs Organization  NTCIP 1203 v03

2.5  User Needs/Features
2.5.1 Manage the DMS 

Configuration
2.5.2 Control the DMS
2.5.3 Monitor the Status of the 

DMS

Communications 
Interface

2.4  Architectural Needs
2.4.1 Fundamental Needs
2.4.2 Operational Environment
2.4.2.1 Live Data Exchange
2.4.2.2 Logged Data Exchange

Source: FDOT Dist. 6

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  Section 2 provides an overview on user needs organization.2.4 lists data exchange-communications, Architectural user needs. 2.5 list features in three areas: Mange configuration, control sign and mentor sign.A photo of a TMC connecting to a sign indicates that the user needs drive the DMS communications interface.
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Which of the following is a FALSE statement?

a) DMS Standard Contains SNMP Interface

b) DMS Standard Lacks Testing Documentation 

c) DMS Standard Supports all Types of DMSs and Technologies 

d) DMS Standard Includes Protocol Requirements List (PRL)  

Answer Choices

26

Question

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This Question is asked to test familiarity of the standard organization and content-key components.



Review of Answers

a) DMS Standard Contains SNMP interface

True statement. v03 provides SNMP interface in 
Annex G.

b) DMS Standard Lacks Testing Documentation

False statement. v03 provides test procedures in 
Annex C.  

c)  DMS Standard Supports all Types of DMSs and 
Technologies 

True statement. Standard is independent of types of 
signs and technologies. It supports all. 

d) DMS Standard Includes Protocol Requirements List 
(PRL)

True statement. v03 includes PRL in Section 3. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Answers are reviewed. 



Review the structure of the DMS standard

Identify specific DMS operational needs

28

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  The slide conveys that we finished LO 1 and moving to LO 2.  



Identify specific DMS 
operational needs 

29

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: In this second learning objective, the operational DMS needs are discussed. The following three key points are discussed:• What are you trying to do as a DMS system?• Support for Configuring/Monitoring and Controlling a Sign• Examples of DMS operational uses



What Are You Trying to Do with a DMS System?

 Communicates user needs and expectations for the 
proposed DMS system

 Provides an operational context of a DMS system 

30

Concept of Operations (ConOPs)

Fundamental Needs Driving DMS Deployment
“The provision of timely and reliable information to the traveling public 

improves public safety and convenience by providing advance 

notification of items that may be of interest (e.g., downstream road

conditions or the arrival of a transit vehicle). DMS are typically 

dispersed along interstate highways, arterial roadways, and at transit 

stops.” -NTCIP 1203 v03

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: What are you trying to do as a DMS system? Big Picture-operation-Policy-driven user needs, what and why agency wants to procure a DMS system, stakeholders’ general assessment on needs; so everything is here in big picture.Typically, identifying DMS system operational needs are the starting point as discussed in Section 2 of the standard: Concept of Operations (ConOps). The ConOPs communicates users needs and expectations (what the system will do) for the proposed DMS system. Example from Indiana DOT DMS system ConOP illustrates the operational context.[Section 2 of the standard concept of operations provides :a) A detailed description of the scope of NTCIP 1203 v03;b) An explanation of how a DMS device is expected to fit into the larger context of an ITS system;c) A starting point in the procurement process; andd) An understanding of the perspective of the designers of NTCIP 1203 v03.]



What Are You Trying to Do with a DMS System?

Example of ConOPs from Indiana DOT

31
Source: https://secure.in.gov/indot/3251.htm

“DMS provides dynamic operational information to motorists, including 

incident, traffic, and road condition information, emergency alerts, travel time 

information, and other advisories.”  

“Motorists can use this 
information to select an alternate 
route or divert, delay, or even 
cancel their trip to avoid traffic 
delays.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: What are you trying to do as a DMS system?   This is good example of an operation context from an agency. Operation context for DMS operations often includes regional applications as this example shows.DMS provides dynamic operational information to motorists, including incident, traffic, and road condition information, emergency alerts, travel time information, and other advisories at strategic locations on high-volume freeways. Motorists can use this information to select an alternate route or divert, delay, or even cancel their trip to avoid traffic delays.INDOT has installed 69 overhead Dynamic Message Signs in Indiana. A total of 46 are located in the Indianapolis area. Another 12 signs are in northwest Indiana near Chicago, while southern Indiana near Louisville, Ky., has nine signs. Two signs are located in the Fort Wayne area. The first overhead Dynamic Message Signs in Indiana were deployed in 1998. Additional DMS are planned for the Indianapolis area and northwest Indiana in Fiscal Year 2016.



What Are You Trying to Do with a DMS System?
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Who Benefits from the Use of DMSs  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Operations based on DMS systems (ITS) generally benefits public sector, road users and private sector suppliers-vendors.Public sector achieves ITS objectives with DMS system, with safe and efficient mobility, improved road capacity management, and delivers current traffic information in real time to traveling public. Road users get traffic information in a visual format, electronic display-visible; which they use to make decisions if needed. Vendors-DMS suppliers from manufacturing industry get exposure to a wider installed base-efficiency in product delivery and technology innovation as more customers desire better products.



What Are You Trying to Do with a DMS System?
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Operations Staff Use DMS System to Improve Operations  

Source: Courtesy Munjal Joshi: NYCDOT TMC

Advisory
Information

Regulatory
Information

Special Events
Information

TMC Provides
Real-time Traffic 

Information

Traveling Public 
Makes Decisions

Based on Real-time Information

Resulting in 
Improved:

 Traffic Flow

 Road Safety

 Environment
 Mobility 

Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  Transportation system managers use DMS in a variety of ways to improve transportation system operations. To perform their operational tasks, transportation system managers need to convey a variety of information to the traveling public from the central location-Traffic Management Centers. Provide the traveling public  real-time Advisory information, Regulatory information, and Special event information.The traveling public use the real-time information to make informed decisions (slow down, take alternate route, exit, etc.) which in turn influence traffic flow, road safety, environment, and result in general management of highway mobility.  



Convey Advisory Information to the Traveling Public

What Are You Trying to Do with a DMS System?

34
Source: IN DOT 

Road Closures Traffic Condition

Source: www.dot.ny.gov

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Operation Need shown here is to convey Advisory information to traveling public.Generally Advisory information includes information on traffic congestion, estimated travel times, and weather warnings, transit vehicle arrival times, road closures, etc. This slide highlights congestion condition, a most widely faced operational problem on highways and DMS messages shown in the field indicate that. For example, this photo shows a three LINE message, that convey a slow down traffic condition. When this condition is changed, a new message will likely appear.For incidents and roadwork, the location should immediately follow the situation descriptor. If there is an incident ahead, it is important to tell drivers where it is so they can determine whether or not to change their route. If a lane is closed, the DMS message should also include that information so drivers can begin to merge or exit.



What Are You Trying to Do with a DMS System?
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Convey Advisory Information to the Traveling Public

Source: ntl.bts.gov

Curve WarningWeather Warnings

Source: ODOT

Safety Benefits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: The slide shows Operation Need is to convey Advisory information to traveling public. Generally,  Advisory information includes information traffic congestion, estimated travel times, and weather warnings, transit vehicle arrival times, road closures etc. This slide shows Weather warnings and Road closures; again typical uses of DMSs are shown in photos.



What Are You Trying to Do with a DMS System?
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Convey Advisory Information to the Traveling Public:
Estimated Travel Times

Source: NYSDOT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Operation Need is to convey advisory information to traveling public. Generally, advisory information includes information traffic congestion, estimated travel times, and weather warnings, transit vehicle arrival times, road closures etc. This slide shows estimated travel times, HOV lane access, and transit vehicle arrival time messages on DMSs used in practice.



What Are You Trying to Do with a DMS System?
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Source: ntl.bts.gov Source: FHWA-PCB

Convey Advisory Information to the Traveling Public:
Transit Vehicle Arrival Times

Source: FHWA-PCB

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Operation Need is to convey advisory information to traveling public. This slide reviews transit mode applications. In the old days, transit riders had to guess when a next bus or train is likely to arrive, even bend at platform edge to see if a train is in sight; now they get display messages and sometime audio messages on platforms.



What Are You Trying to Do with a DMS System?
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Convey Advisory Information to the Traveling Public:
HOV Lane Access Requirements

Source: mtc.ca@gov

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Operation Need is to convey Advisory information to traveling public. This avoids being in a wrong lane and unnecessary lane changing etc. Generally, Advisory information includes information traffic congestion, estimated travel times, and weather warnings, transit vehicle arrival times, road closures, etc. This slide shows HOV lane access and change in pricing. 



What Are You Trying to Do with a DMS System?
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Convey Regulatory Information to the Traveling Public

 Mandatory detour information/evacuation

 Speed limits

 Variable Speed

Source: FHWASource: WSDOT ATDM Source: FDOT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Operation Need is to convey Regulatory information to traveling public.  Regulatory information, such as regulations about speed limits, and mandatory detour information.



What Are You Trying to Do with a DMS System?
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Convey Special Event Information to the Traveling Public

 High Value Information

Source: ntl.bts.gov

Source: FHWA

Source: NJ Turnpike Auth. Source: ntl.bts.gov

 Require Urgent Attention

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Operation Need is to convey Extraordinary event related urgent high value information to public over a wide region. Examples are shown. Examples reflect timely nature and may often be strict warnings to motorist to take urgent action.  



What Are You Trying to Do with a DMS System?
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Activate a Flashing Beacon to Draw Attention of Motorists 

Source: ITE Source: ops.fhwa.dot.gov 

Source: WSDOT

 Traffic Alert-Message Activation  Change in Condition

Source: Iowa DOT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Operating Agencies often use Beacons with flashing capability to alert or draw attention of passing motorists on a change in roadway condition or some event that has just occurred.   The slide shows several examples to remind participants on value of how a changing highway situation is supported by DMS signs.



What Are You Trying to Do with a DMS System?
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Manage Information from Multiple Facilities, Owning 
Centers  

 Traffic Management Centers; Roadside, Moveable or 
Vehicle-based

 Transit platforms: Train Stations, Bus Depots

 Parking facility

Source: FHWA
Source: VDOT-Fairfax

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: This operational need, to manage DMSs from more than one location, is very much at core of regional coordination and require capability to exchange information to request-respond to post a new message to help motorists. In recent years, agencies have shown a need for operating DMSs for regional benefits-mutual benefits. NTCIP 1203 standard ensures that this capability is addressed. For example, several centers-TMCs can have a access to a DMS and post a message with prior approvals and agreements. 



Support for Configuring/Monitoring and Controlling a Sign
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Support Operational Environment with Communications 
Interface

DMS Operation (Features):
Configure

Control
Monitor  

Management Station 

Source: NYCDOT

Source: NYCDOT

Sign Controller

Architectural 
(Communications) 

Needs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  This first slide sets the background on how operational needs are met.Architectural NeedsNTCIP 1203 v03 addresses the interface between a DMS and a management station (e.g., a central system). This slide shows operational environment; to enable communications between these components, the transportation system manager needs to establish a communication system that links the DMS with a management station (Architectural needs).   The operation of a DMS can be categorized into three major areas:a) Manage the DMS configurationb) Control the DMSc) Monitor the status of the DMS



Connection Always ON: 
Need to allow a management station to issue request for 
status and issue control commands to a DMS.

Support for Configuring/Monitoring and Controlling a Sign
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Support Operational Environment with Live Data Exchange

What
Message Currently is

Displayed

Request for Status Information

Response

Source: NYCDOT
NEW MESSAGE 

EXIT 42
CLOSED TILL 6 PM

Control Command  

Response

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Provide Live Data Exchange when connection is always ON.Need to allow a management station to issue requests for status and issue control commands to a DMS (e.g., FIRST request status information, then issue command to display a new message).2.4.2.1 Live Data ExchangeThe typical operational environment allows the management system to monitor and control the DMS by issuing requests (e.g., requests to access information, alter information, or control the sign). In this environment, the DMS responds to requests from the management station immediately (e.g., through the provision of live data, success/failure notice of information alteration, or success/failure of the command).



When Connection is Broken or Using Dial-UP Connection:
Logged-Data is retrieved at later time when a broken 
connection is restored.

Support for Configuring/Monitoring and Controlling a Sign
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Support Operational Environment with Logged-Data

 Controller door was
opened at 2 am 

 Power on at 3:15 am

Source: NYCDOT

Source: ITE OET DMS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: The logged data allows systems to reduce communications costs by minimizing data exchanges (with the management station). Students must understand that there are NTCIP functions allowing to collect data over longer periods of time and to place them into a log, which can be uploaded. Additionally, logging of data must be understood to not only include the status of the DMS, but also collection of alarm conditions, collection of user commands attempted and executed, etc.2.4.2.2 Logged Data ExchangeSome operational environments do not have always-on connections (e.g., dial-up links). In such environments, a transportation system operator may wish to define conditions under which data is placed into a log, which can then be uploaded at a later time. For example, the operator may wish to maintain a log of all messages posted on the sign, regardless of which management station or algorithm posted the message.



1. Manage the DMS Configuration 

2. Control the DMS  

3. Monitor the Status of the DMS

4. Perform Diagnostics to the DMS System such as pixel 
testing

46

Summary of Operational Needs Supported by the Standard?

Support for Configuring/Monitoring and Controlling a Sign

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: This slide summarizes features supported by the DMS.Control a DMS from more than one Location – Allows a DMS to be controlled remotely and locallyRemotely Reset the Sign Controller – allows an operator to remotely reset the sign controllerControl the Sign Face – place information on the sign faceControl External Devices – Enables an operator to control external devices connected to the sign controllerControl the Brightness Outputs – Allows the operator to control the sign brightness levels orMonitor status of the signPerform diagnostics-preventative Maintenance 
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Managing the DMS Configuration

Support for Configuring/Monitoring and Controlling a Sign

Source: WSDOT

DMS Type

Make

Location

Id

Determine the DMS Identity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Begin with a question: This example from WSDOT has over 400 signs installed and how do we know details about each sign?  �Every device conformant to the NTCIP suite of standards must support the gathering of the basic identity of a device:   Determine the DMS Identity – basic information about the DMS, including type, technology, manufacturer, model and version number.Determine Sign Display Capabilities – Retrieve the physical information about the DMS to ensure a message can be displayed.Manage Fonts – allows an operator to define and edit the appearance of fonts.Manage Graphics – allows an operator to manage the graphics stored in a DMS.Manage Brightness – allows an operator to configure brightness levels when the DMS automatically responds to lighting conditions.Address Backwards Compatibility – allows an agency to support older (features) versions of a DMS.Note that Operational Needs are called Features in the DMS standard.
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Managing the DMS Configuration (cont.)

 Manage Graphics

 Manage Brightness-LED (changing lighting conditions)

 Manage Fonts (color, height, width)

MAJOR  ACCIDENT 

15 MI  AHEAD

REDUCE SPEED

 Determine Sign Display Capabilities

Support for Configuring/Monitoring and Controlling a Sign

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Discuss configuration management: Every device conformant to the NTCIP suite of standards must as a minimum support the gathering of the basic identity of a device including:Manage Fonts – allows an operator to define and edit the appearance of fonts.Manage Graphics – allows an operator to manage the graphics stored in a DMS.Manage Brightness – allows an operator to configure brightness levels when the DMS automatically respond to lighting conditions.Determine Sign Display Capabilities – Retrieve the physical information about the DMS to ensure a message can be displayed. (This feature allows the operator to retrieve the necessary information to produce a rendering of a suggested or active message. This feature also allows the system to ensure that a message can be displayed on the DMS. The feature allows the operator to determine the detailed physical limitations of the DMS as well as details regarding the current fonts and any graphics that are stored.) 



 Control the Sign Face
 Control External Devices
 Control the Brightness 

Outputs
49

Controlling the DMS

Support for Configuring/Monitoring and Controlling a Sign

 Remotely Reset the Sign 
Controller

 DMS Control by Multiple 
Locations Centers

Source: PCB-Patel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Reference Section 2.5 of the standardThis slide summarizes the operational features supported by the DMS.Control a DMS from more than one Location – Allows a DMS to be controlled remotely and locally.Remotely Reset the Sign Controller – allows an operator to remotely reset the sign controller.Control the Sign Face – place information on the sign face.Control External Devices – Enables an operator to control external devices connected to the sign controller.Control the Brightness Outputs – Allows the operator to control the sign brightness levels Perform Preventative Maintenance – Allows to enable or disable the periodic exercise of pixels.



Monitoring the Status of the DMS
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Support for Configuring/Monitoring and Controlling a Sign

Source Credit: Skyline

Source: NYCDOT

DMS ControllerTMC

TMC Work Station Display
Confirms the Message

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Key Message: This slide brings up how we monitor a sign status and perform diagnostics. The photos show typical activity at agencies shops to enable them in testing also, and confirming the currently displayed message by the sign.Last of three slides summarizing the operational features supported by the DMS.Perform Diagnostics – test the operational status of DMS components.Monitor the Current Message – enables the operator to determine what message is currently displayed on the sign face.



Performing Diagnostics to the DMS System
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Support for Configuring/Monitoring and Controlling a Sign

Test the Operational Status of System Components

 Determine Sign Error Conditions (High-Level Diagnostics)

 Monitor Message Errors

 Monitor Sign Environment

Source: WSDOTSource: Oregon DOT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: The slide is summarizing the operational features supported by the DMS.Determine Sign Error Conditions (High-Level Diagnostics)Monitor Message ErrorsMonitor Sign Environment



Performing Diagnostics to the DMS System (cont.)
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Support for Configuring/Monitoring and Controlling a Sign

Test the operational status of system components 

 Monitor Door Status
 Monitor Controller Software Operations
 Monitor Power Source
 Monitor Power Voltage
 Pixel Status

Source: ITE OET DMSSource: ITE OET DMS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: The slide illustrates how key functions can be monitored. The slide is summarizing the operational features supported by the DMS.Test the operational status of system components Monitor Door StatusMonitor Controller Software OperationsMonitor Power SourceMonitor Power VoltagePixel status



 The standard allows for extensions

 Proprietary extensions are not desired 

 Interoperability rests on standardized user needs; may be 
broken if a proprietary solution is imposed

Caution! Certain Automatic Actions are NOT supported

53

Support for Configuring/Monitoring and Controlling a Sign

What if a User Need is NOT Found in NTCIP 1203 v03?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: What if my user need is not found in the standard Section 2? What should I do? The standards support the most common features that are needed at the time – however, as more DMSs are deployed, agencies discover new needs that a DMS can satisfy, but that are not supported by the standard.With this in mind, NTCIP does allow support for new innovations or features to the existing standard. However, the extensions are discouraged, because it can lead to interoperability issues.
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Examples of DMS Operational Uses

 Freeway Management

 Travel Information

 Incident Management

 Work Zone Management

 Traffic Control

 Parking Management

Source: www.roadtraffic-technology.com

Transportation Operations that Use DMSs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: These DMS operations examples show a range of areas where DMS is deployed.  
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Examples of DMS Operational Uses

 Route Diversion

 Evacuation

 Public Service & 
Safety  

 Road Weather 
Information System  

Source: WSDOT TMC

Transportation Operations that Use DMS (cont.)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: More operational areas where DMS is used.Route DiversionEvacuation during hurricanes, natural disasters.Public Service & Safety  (Ozone alerts, Missing persons, Abduction etc..)Road Weather Information System (RWIS)  
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Examples of DMS Operational Uses

 Improved Traffic Flow

 Coordinated Incident Management

 Reduced Travel Time  

 Work Zones-Safety

 Speed Limits Enforcement

Key Outcomes from ITS Deployments (DMS)

Source: City of Scottsdale

Source: FHWA OP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  While pure benefits of DMS are not easy to isolate from the overall ITS benefits and operations in general, agencies do report certain DMS influences.  We will not attempt to project quantifiable benefits, but will carefully teach through these examples, the intended outcomes.Survey on DMS Influences: December 2001, the University of Wisconsin surveyed drivers in Wisconsin to assess the impacts of traveler information made available on a freeway dynamic message sign (DMS) system.  Approximately 68 percent of respondents reported adjusting their travel routes based on the travel time or traffic information provided by the DMS system during the winter months (December – March). About 12 percent of respondents adjusted their travel routes more than 5 times per month using this information.]Approximately 72 percent of respondents reported adjusting their travel routes based on the travel time or traffic information provided by the DMS system during non-winter months (April – November). About 18 percent of respondents adjusted their travel routes more than 5 times per month using this information.



U.S. Department of Transportation
Office of the Assistant Secretary for 
Research and Technology
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Question

Which of the following is NOT a DMS operational 
need?

Answer Choices

a) Management station remotely configures a DMS sign

b) Management station monitors and controls a DMS sign 

c) Management station activates the beacon during an 
incident 

d) Management requests current traffic flow data from the 
DMS controller 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Reconfirm standard’s support for DMS operational needs. Each answer is in line with this LO discussion and participants are again reminded with core capabilities in conduction operations with DMS. Last operational need is not a DMS operational need and therefore cannot be met by the DMS standard.
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Review of Answers 

a) Management station remotely configures a DMS sign

True. This is a major DMS operational need. Management station 
configures a sign-type, location, direction, manufacture etc. 

b) Management station monitors and controls a DMS sign 

True. Management station remotely manages messages in real-
time.

c) Management station activates the beacon during an incident

True. A beacon is activated to flash mode to make motorists aware 
of the current, perhaps urgent, message.   

d) Management requests current traffic flow data from the DMS 
controller  

False. DMS is a display device; it does not collect data such 
as traffic flow data. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Each answer is reviewed in terms of DMS operational needs and how agencies use DMSs. 



Review the structure of the DMS standard

Identify specific DMS operational needs

Describe the purpose of the Protocol Requirements List 
(PRL) matrix and benefits

60

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  The slide conveys the four learning objectives for this module.At the end of the course, the participants will understand the purpose of the DMS system standard and its structure, what it offers, what is not available in it, and operational details. Participants will be able to identify operational needs supported by the standard, select and organize user needs based on project needs in a Protocol Requirements List-PRL and use it in the specification.  The overall purpose is to provide participants with additional skills needed to complete a DMS system specification for procuring a DMS communications interface. 



Describe the purpose of the 
Protocol Requirements List (PRL) 

matrix and benefits  

61

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Learning objective 3:  Describe the Purpose of the Protocol Requirements List (PRL) Matrix and Benefits.  What is PRL?Discuss parts of PRL, provided in the standard (section 3.3)Explain benefits of PRL to stakeholders



What Is a PRL?

 Provides the standardized relationship between user 
needs and their requirements

 As a template with fixed columns and multiple rows it 
guides users and DMS manufacturers/suppliers

62

Protocol Requirements List (PRL) is a Table, a Matrix

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  What is a PRL? PRL is presented in a sequence: as a Relationship in this slide, as a Guidance in next slide followed by the Table Matrix-tool in third slide.The layout shown in the slide explains how User needs are linked to functional requirements. First, it is important for the participants to understand that the standardized relationship between user needs and functional requirements exists– the user needs defines the ‘why’ and ‘what’ of a what needs to be and the functional requirements defines ‘how’ the user needs are to be addressed in a deployment. This is very important to ensure interoperability. 



What Is a PRL?
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Standardized Relationship Provided by the Standard

Agency selects                       Templates Links to             
Associated Requirements

Requirement  1One User Need

Requirement  1

Requirement  n
One User Need  

Requirement  1Many User Needs

Minimum

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:. The layout shown in the slide explains how User Needs are linked to functional requirements. One UN to One Req., One UN to Multiple Req., or Many UNs to just One Req. Agency is ONLY selecting UN they want from the listed ones in PRL provided by the standard. 



What Is a PRL?

 PRL template guides agency to select project user needs

 PRL then presents associated requirements to fulfill user 
needs

64

Provides Guidance  (Section 3.3, Page 31, Part 1) 

Agency completes the rows by entering selected user needs 
with associated requirements.

completes a project PRL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: As a Guidance, a PRL indicates clearly which user needs/requirements are Mandatory to conform to the standard and which are Optional to be selected by users-YES. Specification writers will use PRL to indicate features they desire.Manufacturers will use PRL to indicate support provided in their device with-features. This eliminates guessing and confusion.



User Need  

Parts of PRL Provided in the Standard (Section 3.3)

65

1st line is the headings of the PRL Table (We cannot Modify Columns)

2nd line, an example of a user need, with section number-2.5.1.2 
and its title  

Section number 2.5.1.2, (page 25), find the user need; and 
determine if it is desired for your project implementation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  Parts of PRL that identifies a user need are highlighted. First line in the table shows headings of the PRL.Second line shows an example of a user need with title and section number.Finally, section 2.5.1.2 will take the reader to page 25 in the standard, which has the description of the example user need. The user then determines if this user need is matching or desired.



Determine if a User Need is Required   

Parts of PRL Provided in the Standard (Section 3.3)
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May be desired to provide a graphical rendering of how a 
DMS sign face may look like

May not be desired if a blank out sign (BOS) is procured

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Slide brings up the user need shown in the PRL, and explains, if it is needed or not with rendering or BOS example. First box shows the example user need partial statement.Second box states if it is desired.Third box states, may be not for BOS.



Parts of PRL Provided in the Standard (Section 3.3)
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Completing a Project PRL-Functional Requirements

 Third/Fourth columns lists FR section number and title as 
described in Section 3.5 of the standard

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  within the PRL a user need – functional requirement relationship is shown via the functional requirements ID and the Functional requirements column organized right underneath the user needs that these functional requirements address.Figure shows another capture from the PRL table with the focus on the Functional Requirement (FR) identification column and at the Functional Requirement column which contains the reference to the requirement. 



Parts of PRL Provided in the Standard (Section 3.3)
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 Identifies if the user need (or requirement) is Mandatory (M) or 
Optional (O)

 Certain basic user needs are considered Mandatory by the 
standard that must be selected YES

Example: DMS Matrix Configuration, must be selected (M)  

Conformance Column

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Conformance column has a specific role to identify user need as a Mandatory or Optional one. Example explains mandatory user need that must be included in the PRL.



Parts of PRL Provided in the Standard (Section 3.3)
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Conformance Column (cont.)

The designation  O.2 (1) means:

 This user need is optional (indicated by the ‘O’)

 The user need is one of several under the higher-level User Need 
(2.3.2.3 – DMS Display Matrix Configuration) (indicated by group ‘.2’)

 One of the user needs selected under the higher-level user need must 
be selected (indicated by the (1)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  this slide focuses on user needs that are conditionally optional.  For example, ‘O.2 (1…*)’ means this user need is optional, is part of group 2, but 1 and only 1 of the user needs in group 2 must be selected.Figure shows the same capture from the standard which is a table that shows the heading in the first line and an example of the content that can be found in each row.   An arrow points to the Conformance column.



Parts of PRL Provided in the Standard (Section 3.3)
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Conformance Column (cont.)

Predicate - <predicate>: Indicates whether this user need is mandatory, 
optional or applicable, and is dependent on a condition or another 
feature is supported 

See page 32 of Standard for details

 E.g., for Manage Fonts, VMS:O indicates if the DMS is a 
variable message sign, the user need is optional 

 Other conditions or features include type of DMS (BOS, CMS; 
requires no font management)-NA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  slide explains the concept of predicate user needs.  In the example shown, the predicate is VMS:O.  This means, that the associated user need is optional for all variable message signs, and is not applicable to non-variable message signs, e.g., if the sign is a blank out sign or a changeable message sign, this user need is not applicable (because there are no fonts to manage). In the simplest case, <predicate> is the identifying tag of a single PRL item.Figure shows another capture from the PRL table to explain the concept of predicate statements.



Parts of PRL Provided in the Standard (Section 3.3)
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Agency/Specifier circles Yes, No or NA to indicate the agency’s user 
needs for the proposed implementation.

 If the Conformance statement for the User Need is Mandatory, 
you must circle Yes.

 If the Conformance statement is not applicable for your 
implementation, circle (write) NA.

Support/Project Requirement Column

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  Support/Project requirement column purpose is illustrated by the slide.   What to do, factor is addressed for conformance to standard.



Parts of PRL Provided in the Standard (Section 3.3)
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Additional Project Requirements-Last Column 
 Provides additional notes or requirements (implementation)  

How many pages?  1 or 2  

Do you really need 3? Costs

3.5.1.2.3.1 Determine Maximum Number of Pages 
The DMS shall allow a management station to determine 
the maximum number of pages that can be included in a 
single message. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: If any local project requirement is identified, the last column can help agency to state that. For example, number of pages a DMS is to display. Requirement 3.5.1.2.3.1 is illustrated here.Note that in real-world deployments an agency may not need more than few, say for example 2 or 3 pages, certainly not to 255 limit. That detail will be in the last column.



Agency Prepares a Customized Project PRL by selecting 
YES for Support

Parts of PRL Provided in the Standard (Section 3.3)

73

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  Another example with  multiple rows for User Needs. Two boxes are used to show multiple rows to build a PRL.



Benefits of PRL to Stakeholders
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Agency Perspective (Project PRL)  

 “Communicates” the scope of the desired DMS communication 
interface 

 Makes it easier to specify what the interface is to do (customize)  

 “Spells out” conformance requirements 

 Acts as a “checklist” to validate the built system

 Aids in achieving interoperability  

Did they build RIGHT system?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  From an agency’s point of view, the integration of the DMS standard into their DMS specifications means it becomes part of the specs.  However, remember that any NTCIP standard addresses the communications interface – it does imply some functionality – but it does not address the hardware, environmental, or performance user needs. Now that we have learned about the user needs addressed by the DMS standards, think about the integration of DMS standard into an overall DMS specifications, which is the topic of the next couple of slides.



Benefits of PRL to Stakeholders
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Vendors/System Developers Perspective

 Everyone is “connected” on the same page

 Eliminates “ambiguity”- reduces risks

 Vendors “confirms”  DMS functionality + offer optional features 

With a completed PRL, your agency, your vendors, 
system developers, all parties know what is expected 
from the DMS implementation.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  Further explanations for the user need – requirements relationship.  Important is that ‘each user need will have at least 1 functional requirement’ AND ‘each requirement in the standard is associated with at least 1 user need’, which will ensure that there is no user need without associated requirements as well as that there are no requirements that do not address at least one user need.So, by having s completed PRL, your agency, your vendors, system developers, all parties know what is desired from the DMS procurement and implementation.



U.S. Department of Transportation
Office of the Assistant Secretary for 
Research and Technology



Which of the following is NOT a correct statement?

a) PRL is used to ensure conformance to the standard 

b) PRL only identifies mandatory user needs/requirements

c) PRL is used as a validation checklist

d) PRL may be used to provide additional notes 

Answer Choices
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Question  



Review of Answers

a) PRL is used to ensure conformance to the standard 

True. The statement is valid; we do use PRL to ensure  
Conformance to the standard.

b) PRL only identifies Mandatory user needs/requirements

False. The statement is invalid; PRL also allows agency to 
select optional user needs and associated requirements, in 
addition to mandatory ones.

c) PRL is used as a validation checklist

True. PRL helps in validating user needs-Right system being built.

d) PRL may be used to provide additional notes

True, Last column of a PRL allows users to make special 
comments if required.

78



Review the structure of the DMS standard

Identify specific DMS operational needs

Describe the purpose of the Protocol Requirements List 
(PRL) matrix and benefits

Discuss how to prepare a project level PRL with user 
needs and their associated requirements

79

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  The slide conveys the four learning objectives for this module.At the end of the course, the participants will understand the purpose of the DMS system standard and its structure, what it offers, what is not available in it, and operational details. Participants will be able to identify operational needs supported by the standard, select and organize user needs based on project needs in a Protocol Requirements List-PRL and use it in the specification.  The overall purpose is to provide participants with additional skills needed to complete a DMS system specification for procuring a DMS communications interface. 



Discuss how to prepare a project 
level PRL with user needs and their 

associated requirements  

80

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Points:  Discuss how to prepare a project level PRL with user needs and their associated requirements: Explain how the PRL fits into the DMS Specification Review steps (tailoring) to select user needs and associated requirements Complete project PRL with entries (populating table)Discuss examples of commonly used DMS user needs in PRL



How PRL Fits into the DMS Specification
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Procurement Contract Specifications  

Contractual requirements during:
 System development
 Testing
 Deployment/integration
 Operations/maintenance
 Project management

Hardware Specifications
Functional Req.
Performance Req.
Structural Req.
Mechanical Req.
Electrical Req.
Environmental Req.

1
Software 

Specifications

Functional Req.
Performance Req.

2

DMS INTERFACE 
SPECIFICATION

PRL

3
Communications Interface

Specifications
User Needs

Functional Req.
Project PRL, RTM

Testing Documentation             

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  Explain how the PRL fits into the DMS Specification. The completed PRL becomes part of the overall DMS specification and the Contract documents.  The contract documents contain naturally the terms and conditions, pre-qualification requirements, etc., as well as the Product Specifications (or scope of work).  The scope of work includes hardware specs, software specs (if any), and the communications interface specifications. The Figure shows nested boxes:  the outer box represents the Contract documents, the next nested box represents the product specifications.  There are 3 inner boxes representing Hardware Specs, Software Specs, and Communications Interface specs.  Each of these has a listing of requirements.Hardware specs include:Functional requirementsPerformance requirementsStructural requirementsMechanical requirementsElectrical requirementsEnvironmental requirementsSoftware specs include:Functional requirementsPerformance requirementsCommunications Interface specs include:Functional requirementsPerformance requirements        (These must be consistent with HW/SW specifications)Protocol requirements



Review Steps (Tailoring) to Select User Needs and 
Associated Requirements
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Key Points for Completing a Project PRL

PRL must be based on the NTCIP 
1203 v03 with SNMP Interface  

Your DMS Specification Must 
have a fully completed PRL

PRL must be consistent with 
the hardware specification

Example: Temperature gauge, 
LED or Fiber Optic signs

Include Need-based specific 
DMS parameters-NOT All 
YOU Can GET! Not a Wish list

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: This slide outlines key points to be addressed in project PRL. Each point is animated and discussed with reference to PRL.



Review Steps (Tailoring) to Select User Needs and 
Associated Requirements
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Conformance Versus Compliance

 Conformance: Meets a specified standard
▫ To claim "Conformance" to NTCIP 1203 v03, the vendor shall 

minimally satisfy the mandatory requirements selected (YES)
▫ Vendors that provide additional features beyond the completed PRL 

are still conformant as long as they conform with the requirements of 
NTCIP 1203 v03 and its normative references 

 Compliance: Meets an agency specification

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:  Discuss what is conformance and how it compares to compliance.  This is one of the key issues that almost always comes up in training modules discussion..



Complete Project PRL with Entries (Populating Table)
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Fill-in PRL with User Needs/Requirements 

 Use the Support/Project Requirement column to indicate if 
the user need is required for the implementation 

 If the YES is selected, the requirements associated with 
that user need are also selected

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: First step reviewed here is adopting PRL (tailoring) to project user needs and their associated requirements.The slide begins with PRL which is now being fitted (tailored) for a particular implementation. The slide points out that PRL should SELECT YES all user needs that are Mandatory and those optional ones the project requires. This column should have all SELECTED user needs circled YES.  The completed PRL becomes part of the overall DMS specification and the Contract documents.  The contract documents contain naturally the terms and conditions, pre-qualification requirements, etc.  As well as the Product Specifications (or scope of work).  The scope of work includes hardware specs, software specs (if any), and the communications interface specifications.



Commonly Used DMS User Needs in PRL
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DMS Specification MUST Select [YES] these User Needs and associated 
Requirements; First Step to Achieving Interoperability. 

Fill-in PRL with User Needs/Requirements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: In this and the next few slides, commonly used user needs are shown in a PRL and explained why they must be selected YES.



Commonly Used DMS User Needs in PRL
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Specification selects YES, if Door status is monitored.

Specification Must selects YES. 

Fill-in PRL with User Needs/Requirements 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: In this and the next few slides, commonly used user needs are shown in a PRL and explained why they must be selected YES.



Commonly Used DMS User Needs in PRL
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2.5.2.1 Control a DMS from More than One Location

This feature addresses the need for DMS to be controlled both remotely 

(e.g., from one or more central computers) and locally (e.g., from the 

controller directly or from a laptop computer connected to the controller).  

In summary, PRL has all your user needs and associated 
requirements-all in ONE place-together with solid relationship

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: In this and the next few slides, commonly used user needs are shown in a PRL and explained why they must be selected YES.
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Which of the following is a FALSE statement 
related to a DMS specification?

a) DMS specification includes a PRL
b) Conformance requires only meeting mandatory user needs
c) Compliance requires only mandatory user needs
d) Vendor must use the project PRL

Answer Choices
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Question



Review of Answers

90

a) DMS specification includes a PRL

True. The statement is true; PRL must be in every DMS 
specification.  

b) Conformance requires only mandatory user needs

True. The statement is true; only Mandatory user needs must be 
met to conform to the DMS standard.

c)  Compliance requires only meeting mandatory user needs

False. The vendor must meet mandatory and selected 
optional user needs for compliance to specification.  

d)  Vendor must use the project PRL

True. The statement is true; the vendor must use agency PRL. 



Review the structure of the DMS standard

Identify specific DMS operational needs

Describe the purpose of the Protocol Requirements List 
(PRL) matrix and benefits

Discuss how to prepare a project level PRL with user 
needs and their associated requirements
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s summarize what we have learned in this module: Learned the structure of the NTCIP 1203 v03 standard; DMS characteristics-technologies. We know what the standard offers.  Learned how to identify DMS operational needs, communications interface, and DMS features. We know where to find user needs for DMS project.Understood parts of a PRL is and how to benefit from its uses. We know what a DMS PRL is and benefits.We have learned how to prepare a project DMS PRL and handle related issues. The module has provided us a better understanding of DMS user needs for DMS based on NTCIP 1203 v03 standard.



We Have Now Completed A311a in the DMS 
Curriculum

Module A311a: Understanding User Needs for DMS 
Systems based on NTCIP 1203 Standard v03

Module A311b: Specifying Requirements for DMS 
Systems based on NTCIP 1203 Standard v03

Module T311: Applying Your Test Plan to the NTCIP 
1203 v03 DMS Standard
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: In this final slide on the topic of DMS, we state three modules so that students realize full values from available sequential modules. With these three modules content and guidance, a DMS communications interface specifications can be developed. 



Next Course Module
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Concepts taught in next module (Learning Objectives):

1) Briefly review the structure of the DMS Standard

2) Explain the purpose of requirements traceability matrix 
(RTM) and its benefits

3) Prepare a project-level RTM with standard supplied 
requirements and design content (concepts)

4) Prepare a DMS specification (check list)

Module A311b: Specifying Requirements for 
NTCIP 1203 v03 DMS Standard

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Final Message: Outlines what we have learned from this module.
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Feedback
Please use the Feedback link below to 
provide us with your thoughts and 
comments about the value of the training.

Thank you!

Thank you for completing this module.
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